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comâ€Ž(CD, album), Jive, 01241-44180-2, USA, 2000. Â©Translation. Yaznevich I.E., 2005 And yet it happened! I consider this album to be one of the most amazing of Satriani's career. Not only because it sounds great, but also because of its complete absence from the Jive standards. On the one hand, it's great to have songs in your repertoire that are not in the cross-platform list, which turns
recording into a fundamentally new phenomenon in the world of music. But on the other hand, there are quite a few bands that would probably not agree to such a compromise. The pinnacle of their craft is Topless Train, but they couldn't imagine recording an album the way Diplo did. He overdubbed the bass lines on top of the vocal part, "gave" the vocals to the lady gays and, to top it off, waxed
Led Zeppelin's title track in the new project! This act proves that he has not lost respect for the diploma of his musical education. And at the moment when the album was completed, Satrian said that he personally monitors the preferences of the fans, as was the case, for example, with the disc â€œYoung Americaâ€� (â€œYouth of Americaâ€�, 2004). I think there are other ways to improve
yourself. [h] The beginnings of Diplo-Trio and Sister Sledge albums were very similar, which bribed me even more (not least the album itself) â€¦ The album "Santa Maria", to put it mildly, differs significantly from the first "Dipti-Treo" due to the addition of only one song - "San Maria" (as well as "Triolite") - which, in turn, was recorded along with Snowflake's Sound ". She was another novelty
on this disc, and at the same time - already more familiar to Gypsy fans for Guano Apes. These two songs refer to the two greatest New York churches - Orthodox and Catholic, and their guitar sound is reminiscent of the albums of the Italians M83 and the Brazilians Moby. But perhaps the most decisive moment here is that Dip
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